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Monday 31st August 

Reading - Chunking Writing  Numeracy - Fractions 

Learning Intention: We are learning to use chunking 
to help us decode.  
 
Equipment: Monday - reading sheet, pencil, paper, 
scissors, Onset and Rime Set 1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Og9YaJeToZ0 
Mini Lesson (adult): This week we are learning how 
to chunk words to help us read. Chunking is finding 
parts of the word that we do know. When your child 
gets to a long word or a word they don’t know, 
sounding the word out can be tricky and slow. One 
way to chunk words is called ‘onset and rime’.  
Rime is basically just the chunk in the word that 
rhymes. It is always at the end of the word and it 
starts with a vowel. The ‘onset’ is the consonant at 
the start of the word.  
For example:  
p/ig: ‘P’ is the onset and ‘ig’ is the rime.  
N/ight: ‘N’ is the onset and ‘ight’ is the rime. 
Watch: Onset and Rime 
Adult Read: read the spelling words and see if you 
can find the rime of the word.  
Independent task: Cut out sections 1 and 2 out of 
Monday - Reading sheet like so: 

 
Make 2 lists titled Real Words and Nonsense Words. 
Child is to move the onset strip through to make a 
word from each and to write the words created in 
the correct list. 

Learning Intention: We are learning how to write on 
the lines, use correct letter formation and find 
sounds in words. 
Adult watch: An example of how to teach spelling:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHiFeuv4AfY 
Say the word, put it in a sentence verbally, break it 
up into the sounds, focus on the sound/digraph of 
the week. 
 
Equipment: handwriting book (sky - blue, grass - 
green, dirt - brown - see remote learning on school 
website for letter formation), pencil and spelling 
sheet. 
 
Mini lesson (adult): go through spelling words 
breaking them into graphs (one sound) and digraphs 
(two letters that make one sound). 
 
Independent write: write sounds into sound boxes 
using the spelling sheet provided. 
Write spelling words into handwriting books. 
Prep - copy the sentences from spelling sheet into 
handwriting book. 
Grade 1 - choose a few words from spelling list and 
write into own sentence. 
Challenge: can you write a sentence/story with ALL 
of your spelling words. 

Learning Intention: We are learning to understand 
wholes and halves. 
 
Equipment: Kindergarten Lesson: Halves 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no79jMi8-w8, 
Monday - Numeracy sheet, Items that can be divided 
in half, scissors, glue 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Watch the Halves clip on 
Youtube. Ask your child if they know what half is and 
discuss. Words we need to know: parts, equal parts, 
equally, same. Equal means the same. So if 
something is divided into halves, both parts need to 
be exactly the same. A whole is what it is before we 
divide it into two equal parts. 
 
Independent task:  

1. Make a table to explore halves. You can have 
fruit, cup dry pasta, a cup of rice, a glass of 
water, some shapes drawn onto pieces of 
paper. These are all a whole. Now child is to 
make them all into 2 halves. Ask child to point 
to one half of each object. 

2. Complete the Monday - Numeracy pizza 
activity. Make the pizza and cut it in half.  

 
Extension: Can you cut the pizza into more equal 
parts? 
Extra: Watch Give Me Half by Stuart J. Murphy 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVaxiJB6Fls 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Og9YaJeToZ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHiFeuv4AfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no79jMi8-w8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVaxiJB6Fls
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Tuesday 1st September 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

Learning Intention: We are learning to use chunking 
to help us decode.  
 
Equipment: Tuesday - Reading sheet, reader or a 
book, pencil, dice or numbers 1 - 6 to be drawn from 
a hat, Chunk It 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU_54bA2wmM
&list=PLFWFv1fX0njLDb9J7tLUYLUpJtJFmL7r6 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Watch Chunk It. There are 
different types of chunks in words. There are words 
within words like rainbow, friday, peanut. There are 
digraphs ch, sh, th, ar, ll etc. and there’s ‘onset and 
rime’ which we learnt about yesterday. Each child 
will do this differently depending on what chunks of 
the word they recognise. 
 
Adult Read: Go through the words on Tuesday - 
Reading sheet. Find the long vowel (ee). Sound out 
some words and spot the ‘eep’ rime chunk and circle 
it.  
 
Independent task:  

1. Play ‘roll and read. Roll the dice, read the 
word and cover it once it’s read. Keep going 
until you get 4 in a row. 

2. Independent reading: while reading your 
reader try and spot some chunks of words to 
help read the words. 

Learning Intention: We are learning how to write a 
procedure. 
 
Equipment: Monday - Writing sheet, The Exact 
Instructions Challenge 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ct-lOOUqmyY 
 
Mini lesson (adult): Today we will learn how to write 
a procedure. A procedure tells us how to do 
something. Just like a recipe, instruction manual or 
science experiment. Parts of a procedure include: 
Title: Tells us what it is we are learning to do. 
What you will need: Tells us what we will need. 
Steps: Need to be in order and need to tell the 
reader what to do. 
 
Watch The Exact Instructions Challenge clip. It’s a bit 
silly as normally you don’t need to go into that much 
detail but it shows how a procedure is used.  
Independent write:  
Beginner: cut and paste the steps into the template 
in order 
Intermediate: Write steps into template. If there isn't 
enough space. Cut out images for steps and glue 
down the side of the writing book to take up two 
pages. Include title and ‘what you need’ section. 
Adult write: Edit and/or scribe for child if required 
Extension: Have a go at writing a procedure for how 
to make fairy bread and see if an adult can follow the 
instructions, just like in the video.  

Learning Intention: We are learning to understand 
wholes and halves. 
 
Equipment: Tuesday - Numeracy sheet, Scissors, 
Glue  Fractions Year 1: Finding Half of Shapes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUfLWCNkH6w 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Refresh on or explain what half 
is and the meaning of the words equal parts, equally, 
same, whole, unequal parts. Discuss when you need 
to know how to make halves e.g. sharing food, 
folding a piece of paper in half, cooking etc. Watch 
the Finding Half of Shapes clip. 
 
Independent task:  

1. Draw 10 shapes into a piece of paper. Ask 
child to draw a line through the middle of the 
shapes and colour in one half of the shapes. 

2. Complete Tuesday - Numeracy cut and paste 
activity.  
 

Extension: Do step one and ask child to see if they 
can draw a line through shapes to make 4 equal 
parts. And colour one of the parts in.  If you think 
your child is ready you can explain the half is written 
½. The 1 represents the 1 coloured part and the 2 
represents all the parts. And same for ¼. 1 coloured 
part. 4 parts in total. That’s a fraction! 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU_54bA2wmM&list=PLFWFv1fX0njLDb9J7tLUYLUpJtJFmL7r6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU_54bA2wmM&list=PLFWFv1fX0njLDb9J7tLUYLUpJtJFmL7r6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ct-lOOUqmyY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUfLWCNkH6w
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Wednesday 2nd September 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

Learning Intention: We are learning to use chunking 
to help us decode.  
 
Equipment: Wednesday - Reading sheet, Exercise 
and Rhyme 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSPmGPIyykU&
list=PLNnyUN9yc8bbZ-KLE6k2_X84hvQNqkbk2 
 
Mini Lesson (adult):. Watch Exercise and Rhyme. 
Today we will look more at onset and rime. Learning 
the rime of the word helps us to read because if we 
recognise how to read ‘ake’ we should be able to 
read cake, take, rake etc. The more we practice the 
more fluent readers we become. 
 
Adult Read: Use Wednesday - Reading sheet. Read 
the the rime title and highlight the title e.g - ake 
 
Independent task:  
1. Child it to read and highlight the rime in each word 
2. Child is to read the words. You can make it a game 
by timing them read each section.  
Beginners: Cut out manageable lists such as ‘-at’ or 
‘-in’. Cover the words with a piece of paper and slide 
it down as the student read to reveal one word at a 
time.  
Intermediate/advanced: Do as many as you can. See 
if you can time each one and read it faster than you 
did before. 
 

Learning Intention: We are learning how to write a 
procedure. 
 
Equipment: Wednesday - Writing sheet, scissors, 
glue, pencil. 
 
Mini lesson (adult): A procedure tells us how to do 
something. If we get the steps in the wrong order, 
everything can go wrong. For example if you made a 
procedure to tell someone to put on shoes. Would it 
work if you said 1. Put on shoes 2. Put on socks?  
 
Independent write: Use Wednesday - Writing sheet. 
Show student the sections of the Procedure on 
Wednesday - Writing sheet. Now we will make it into 
a puzzle so the child needs to remember where the 
sections go. 
 
Beginner: Cut out title, What You Will Need section 
and steps. Child is to glue the pieces of the 
procedure together in the correct order and fill in 
What You Will Need. 
Intermediate: Cut out all the sections and throw 
away the writing for the steps. Student needs to 
piece back together and glue into writing book. Then 
fill in all sections and write steps using the pictures 
as a guide. 
Advanced: Child can write a procedure on their own 
using the pictures from the template if they want to. 
They need to include all three sections required 
(title, what you will need and steps). 
Adult write: Edit/scribe for child. 

Learning Intention: We are learning to share groups 
equally  
 
Equipment: How To Share Equally 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgoUVDoHx5M, 
A piece of paper, 20 objects to share (such as rocks, 
counters, dry pasta, lego etc), Wednesday - 
Numeracy Sheet  
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Watch How to Share Equally. 
Discuss reasons you might want to share equally. 
Demonstrate with the objects what sharing equally 
looks like between you and child/children. Then ask 
“would it be equal if I did this?” (2 for me, 1 for you).  
 
Independent task:  

1. Fold piece of paper into 2. Divide 20 objects 
equally onto the two sides of the paper. Take 
the objects off the paper, take one object 
away and ask them to do it again. You can 
continue this as practice. Notice some 
numbers don’t share equally, some have left 
over. Fold paper into 4 and do the same. 

2. Complete Wednesday - Numeracy Sheet. 
Child may need to use object to work it out (8 
lolly-pops between teddy bears, 8 pieces of 
lego, one for the first teddy, 1 for the next 
and so forth. 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSPmGPIyykU&list=PLNnyUN9yc8bbZ-KLE6k2_X84hvQNqkbk2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSPmGPIyykU&list=PLNnyUN9yc8bbZ-KLE6k2_X84hvQNqkbk2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgoUVDoHx5M
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Thursday 3rd September 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

Learning Intention: We are learning to use chunking 
to help us decode.  
 
Equipment: reader or a book, pencil, paper, Onset 
and Rime Set 2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8G9dGzq--U 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Watch Onset and Rime Set 2.  
 
Adult Read: together read a reader or a book and 
see if you can spot some rimes in words. 
 
Independent task: Choose a rime from the lists 
below and write in the centre of a page in their 
writing book. Write the alphabet around it. For 
intermediate and advanced add some blends and 
digraphs ‘th, sh, bl, pl, sm, sl’.  
Beginner: ‘ig’, ‘in’, ‘at’ ‘ap’ ‘ ug’ 
Intermediate: ‘ain’ ‘ack’ ‘all’ ‘ ill’ 
Advanced: ‘ight’ ‘ine’ ‘ide’ ing’ 
 
Make 2 lists titled Real Words and Nonsense Words. 
Student can combine the onset and rime to make 
real words and nonsense words for their lists.  
 
(As you write the rime in the centre of the page and 
the onset around it just have a quick think if there 
are any words you’d prefer your child not to make.) 

Learning Intention: We are learning how to write a 
procedure. 
 
Equipment: How to Wash a Woolly Mammoth 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnO7W3tAlik, 
Thursday - Writing sheet 
 
Mini lesson (adult): A procedure tells us how to do 
something. Can you remember what parts are in a 
procedure? Watch How to Wash a Wooly Mammoth. 
 
Independent draw: Child is to draw a picture of 
themselves washing their pet in the template. 
 
Independent write: Child is to write a procedure to 
tell someone how to wash their pet (if they don’t 
have one they can make one up).  
 
Adult write:  
Beginner: There are lots of steps here. For each step 
ask your child what they will need, what are the 
steps. Scribe each section for them on a seperate 
piece of paper. Sentences can be simple e.g “First 
wet your pet, ” “Then put soap on your pet”  
Intermediate: Ask your child to tell you what they 
will need and the steps before they write. Explain 
what each section is for if required. 
Advanced: Edit their work and check steps are in 
order. 

Learning Intention: We are learning to share groups 
equally  
 
Equipment: Thursday - Numeracy sheet, scissors, 
glue, Sharing Equally 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0b4beyJ4oG4 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Refresher on sharing equally, 
sharing equally means that each groups has the 
same amount. Watch Sharing Equally. You can 
demonstrate using objects such as pencils. See if you 
child can share a collection of 10 between 2 or 3 
people. You can do 2 but you can’t share equally 
between 3. 
 
Independent task: Child is to share the different 
fruits equally between the monkeys. Glue into the 
scrapbook. Write underneath: Each monkey 
gets____ bananas. Each monkey gets _____ apples 
and so forth. 
 
Extension: The next step once your child 
understands this process is division. If you like you 
can show them how to write the maths as a 
sentence. For example 12 bananas shared between 3 
monkeys is written: 12 ÷ 3 = 4. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8G9dGzq--U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnO7W3tAlik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0b4beyJ4oG4
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Friday 4th September 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

Learning Intention: We are learning to use chunking 
to help us decode.  
 
Equipment: Friday - Reading sheet, Onset and Rime 
Set 3 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFBu8wkO_fM 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Watch Onset and Rime Set 3. 
Hopefully while reading your child should now be 
able to recognise some chunks in words. I find 
covering up part of the word sometimes helps them 
spot and recognise chuncks. Knowing their sight 
words can help because some sight words are often 
found in other words. E.g be/fore, all/ways, her/self 
etc. 
 
Adult Read: Choose a reader, book or story on Epic 
reader. Show how you might break up a word you 
don’t know. See if your child can spot some chunks 
in words. 
 
Independent task: Friday - Reading sheet. Child must 
try and read all the words and see if they can spot 
some chunks in words. Then circle the correct word. 

Learning Intention: We are learning how to write a 
procedure. 
 
Equipment: Paper, pencils 
 
Mini lesson (adult): Imagine your sibling/friend had 
never brushed their teeth before and you had to 
write them directions on how to do it. You would 
need a title to tell them what they were learning, a 
What You Will Need Section to tell them what to 
have with them. And some steps. 
(advanced writers can choose and activity with more 
steps such as how to get to school or how to do a 
trick on their bike). 
Independent draw: Write the title at the top of the 
page and draw a picture of the activity we are 
teaching.  
Independent write: Make a procedure! 
Beginner: Write headings, dot points and step 
numbers for them so they can fill in the rest like 
yesterday's template.  
Intermediate: Remind them of the sections required. 
Get them to tell you what goes in each section first. 
 
Adult write: Scribe/edit their work. 

Learning Intention: We are learning to share groups 
into halves 
 
Equipment: Watch Learning to Half: A Halving Story 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=663FhDCwhkY, 
Object to be divided into groups, Friday - Numeracy 
sheet 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Just like on Monday you can half 
a whole shape. You can also half a collection. That is 
when you share a collection into 2 equal groups. 
 
Independent task:  

1. Make an investigation table of objects that 
can be divided into two but this time random 
amounts of objects (e.g 8 lollies, 10 pencils, 6 
pebbles, 30 lego pieces, etc). The concept 
here that can be hard to understand is that 
before the collection is divided into 2, it’s a 
whole (even though it may be 8 separate 
pieces). Fold a piece of paper in half. Child is 
to share the pieces onto the two parts of the 
paper. Now instead of being a whole its two 
halves. They need to count out what half of 
each collection is.  

2. Complete Friday - Numeracy sheet. If 
required use items as pretend cookies and 
share 1 at a time between the plates. 

 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFBu8wkO_fM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=663FhDCwhkY
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